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ABSTRACT 

An exact solution of a four-site crystal model with periodic boun
dary conditions, a { 001} thin-film with face-centered-cubic crystal struc
ture, is presented for the nickel density of electron states, as would be 
measured in surface-sensitive valence-band photoemission. The object 
is to study modifications of the many-body electronic structure in the 
presence of surfaces. The model consists of: (a) five d orbitals per site 
per spin, with nearest-neighbor hopping; (b) a one-electron occupation 
energy for each orbital; and (c) Coulomb repulsions between electrons 
on the same site. A realistic local-density-approximation one-electron 
structure and intrasite electron-electron interactions most generally 
allowed by atomic symmetry are used. Crystal-field effects and single
particle electronic structure in the nickel-film structure are discussed. 
The photoemission spectrum is calculated and compared with bulk 
results. Physical conclusions for the true nickel surface many-body 
states are drawn. 
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Surface and Thin-Film Photoemission Spectrum of Nickel Metal: A 
Many-Body Solution to A Two-Dimensionally Periodic Cluster 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Chang[eng Chen and L.M. Falicov 

Dcparunent of Physics, 
University of California, 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

and 

Materials and Chemical Sciences Division, 
LaWrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

Berkeley, CA 94 720 

The electronic structure of many transition metals, e.g. Fe, Co, and Ni, presents 

the theoretical challenge of an almost intractable, full many-body problem. These 

metals have a very narrow one-electron d -band width, which is of comparable magni

tude with the intra-atomic Coulomb interaction. As a consequence, both band-structure 

effects and the Coulomb interaction must be properly taken into account in any calcu

lation. However, it is practically impossible to find the solution of the full many-body 

problem in a macroscopic crystal, because of the large number of particles therein. 

The traditional way of dealing with this problem takes the one-panicle picture as the 

basis and includes many-body effects only in the form of a suitably averaged single

panicle exchange-correlation potential. This approach has been successful in explain

ing propenies of both bulk crystals1- 6 and clusters7·8. There are however many-body 

effects that cannot be taken into account by this son of averaging. An example is the 

valence-band photoernission satellite9, approximately 6 eV below the Fermi level, in 

face-centered cubic (j cc) Ni. Much theoretical attention 10 has been focused on this 

feature, as well as other many-body corrections to the Ni density of emitted states. 

One successful treannent by Victora and Falicov11 uses a periodic small-cluster 
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The periodic small-cluster method is a full many-body approach. It treats the 

band-structure effects and electron-electron interaction on an equal footing. It has 

been successfully applied to various problems13-25 where local many-body effects are 

important. In this approach, a model Hamiltonian which explicitly includes band

structure effects and many-body interactions is solved exactly. The problem is made 

tractable by modeling the solid as a ·limited-size crystal with periodic boundary condi

tions. This is equivalent to solving exactly a many-body problem with integrals in k 

space restricted to a limited sampling. It has proved to be very good at determining 

spatially uniform and shon-range propenies, but fails at any propeny with non-uniform 

long-range characteristics. Because of the limited size of the cluster, one would not 

expect to get a sharp phase transition in this approach, but indications of possible 

mechanisms involved in long-range correlations can also be obtained. The computa

tional overhead is drastically reduced by the full use of group-theoretical techniques. 

In this paper, the periodic small-cluster method is applied to study the photoemis

sion spectrum of a two-layer Ni -film system. The purpose is to modify the approach 

of Reference 11 so as to study the surface electronic structure of Ni metal. Some 

interesting results induced by the surface are found. Surface-sensitive photoemission 

experiments, either integrated or resolved in energy, angle and/or spin, are suggested to 

test these results. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is a 

detailed description of the model Hamiltonian used to study the thin-film structure of 

Ni metal. Crystal-field effects in the two-layer Ni -film structure are discussed. Sec

tion III describes the method of calculation. Section IV presents the single-panicle 

electronic structure of the Ni -film system. Insight into the problem of surface effects 

on the electronic structure of Ni metal is obtained. Section V shows the one-particle 

density of states that would be measured in surface-sensitive valence-band photoemis

sion experiments. Integrated results as well as those energy-, angle- and spin-resolved 

.... 

• 
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are obtained and discussed. Conclusions are given in section VI. 

II. THE HAMILTONIAN 

The Hamiltonian for bulk Ni metal is described in Reference 11. Here the same 

four-atom tetrahedral cluster, the smallest nontrivial fcc crystal, is chosen, but with 

periodic boundary conditions applied only in a two-dimensional plane to form a two

layer Ni film with (00 1) orientation (see Figure 1 ). The z axis is perpendicular to the 

film. This is equivalent to a restricted sampling of two points in the surface Brillouin 

zone. In this structure, each atom has only eight nearest neighbors instead of twelve 

as in bulk fcc crystal, i.e. four in the same layer and four in the adjacent layer. There 

are five d orbitals per atom per spin; in the presence of a cubic field, as in bulk Ni 

metal, these orbitals split into a triplet t 2g and a doublet e g. In the two-layer fcc 

structure discussed here the environment for each atom is radically different from that 

in a bulk fcc crystal. The d orbitals funher split into more energy levels. This 

crystal-field effect is one of the major features of the results obtained here. 

The model Hamiltonian contains both single-particle and two-particle terms: 

H = 1: ti~L.jv Ci~a Cjva 

i ,j ;~L.V;CJ 
i•j 

+ L E~ ci~a C;~ 
i;~;a 

+ (2.1) 
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Here i, j (=0,1,2,3) label atoms in the cluster; ~. v, A, <1> (=1,2,3,4,5) label the five d 

orbitals; a, a' are spin labels. The single-particle hopping terms t;IJ.. jv are 

parametrized according to the Slater-Koster scheme26• Note that the four-atom cluster 

allows for only nearest-neighbor hopping; in the restricted crystal the second-nearest 

neighbor of an atom is identical to itself. The intra-atomic Coulomb interactions 

V J.lVI..¢ most generally allowed by atomic symmetry27 are used. They include a direct 

Coulomb integral U, an average exchange integral 

and an exchange anisotropy 

Following Reference 11, a value of U is chosen to be 4.3 eV and the other interaction 

parameters are set in the ratios U :J :Ill = 56:8:1. (The results are insensitive to the 

exact values of these ratios). The next largest contribution is the nearest-neighbor 

Coulomb term, which in the cluster makes a constant contribution and can be 

neglected. 

A least-square fit to Wang and Callaway's result of a first-principles band

structure calculation2 is used to determine the Slater-Koster tight-binding parameters. 

The results for the bulk are (with energies measured in eV below the Fermi level of 

bulk Ni metal): £ 1 = 1.468 eV, Ee = 2.805 eV, (dda) = 0.446 eV, (dd1t) =- 0.335 
~ I 

eV, and (dd o) = 0.098 eV. It is clear that the crystal-field effect is, in the dilayer, 

quite different from that of the bulk, because the atoms in these "surface" layers have 

fewer neighbors. A straightforward calculation shows that, in the case of bulk Ni 

metal, the energy shift of the doublet eg and the triplet r2g caused by crystal-field 

effects can be expressed as 

Me =- (615)d1n + (12/5)d2n, 
I 

(2.2a) 

ir 
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6£.121 = (415)d In - (8/5)d2n, (2.2b) 

where 

(2.3) 

and dIn and d 2n are the contributions to the energy shift from each of the first and 

second neighbors, which must be determined before the crystal-field splitting in the 

two-layer Ni -film structure can be calculated. From the above data one immediately 

obtains 

Me - M, = Ee - E, = 1.337 eV. . , . , 
To determine dIn and d 2n, one more condition is necessary. It is assumed that 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Although this assumption is not rigorous, it is physically quite reasonable. The values 

of (ddcr)2 and (ddcr)x are taken from Papaconstantopoulos' fit28 to band-structure cal

culations. It gives (dd cr)zl(dd cr)I = 0.189. Thereby one can easily get, from bulk data 

analysis, dIn = -1.075 eV and d2n =- 0.203 eV. 

By applying the same crystal-field effect analysis, the energy shifts in the case of 

the two-layer Ni -film structure are obtained, 

Ma =- (7/15)din + (4/15)d2n, (2.6a) 

M~ =- (17/15)din + (44/15)d2n, (2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

(2.6d) 

where the subscripts a, ~. y, B, and E refer to the five d orbitals of symmetries 

(r 2 - 3z 2), (x 2 - y 2), xy, yz, and zx respectively. The position of the d levels of the 

Ni -film structure can be easily obtained. All the parameters in the Hamiltonian (2.1) 

for the film are summarized in Table I. It is quite surprising that crystal-field effect in 
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this two-layer fcc Ni -film structure has such a strong influence on the one-particle 

energies of the d orbitals. It can be seen that one level of .xy symmetry, splits off the 

original t 28 triplet, rises all the way up from 1.468 eV to 0.213 eV, quite close to the 

Fermi level of bulk Ni metal. (Remember that the energies are measured below the 

Fermi level). The other two levels in the triplet, of xz and yz symmetries, drop by 

about 0.9 eV, but still stick together. The e
8 

doublet splits into two separate levels, 

with energy increases of about 0.18 eV and 0.35 eV respectively29• 

Since both theoretical30 and experimental31 estimates show that metallic Ni has 

0.56 d hole per atom and the method used here allows only an integral number of par

ticles in the cluster, the configuration chosen is two d holes in the neutral state of the 

40-orbital cluster. In this configuration, there is an average of 0.5 d hole per atom, 

which is very close to the estimates mentioned above. The s-like conduction band of 

Ni metal can be treated as an electron reservoir which has "absorbed" two electrons 

and is not explicitly included in the calculation. 

III. METHOD OF CALCULATION 

With five d orbitals per atom per spin, there are forty orbitals in the four-atom 

cluster. Simple combinatorial arguments yield 780 states for two holes in the cluster. 

The photoemission process adds a third hole to the cluster, yielding 9880 final states. 

Clearly, the four-atom cluster model for Ni has a very large manifold of states. The 

symmetries inherent in the Hamiltonian (2.1) must be exploited to reduce the size of 

the matrices to be diagonalized. In fact, there are many symmetries in the system. 

First, total spin in the cluster is a good quantum number. For the case of two holes in 

the cluster, there are 190 triplets and 210 singlets. For the case of three holes in the 

cluster, there are 1140 quartets and 2260 doublets. Furthermore, there is also a space

group decomposition, which is very efficient in reducing the matrix size. 
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The space group for the two-layer, four-atom cluster (Figure 1) is a nonsym

morphic one, of order 16. The origin of the coordinates is chosen at site 0. In addi

tion to the identity there is one translation (from site 0 to site 3) along the plane of the 

layers, the x-y plane, which provide 2 operations. There are two four-fold and one 

two-fold rotations around the z axis (C 4:, C 1:, C 4z1 ). With the two intralayer transla

tions these give 3><2 = 6 additional operations. There are also eight two-fold screw 

axes parallel to the x -y plane (their rotation part is formed by one of the four point 

operations C 2x, C 2y , C 2d, C u·). This nonsymmorphic space group possesses 10 

irreducible representations with the following degeneracies: y1 (d = 1 ), y2 (d = 1 ), 

'Y3 (d = 1), 'Y4 (d = 1), 'Ys (d = 2), x 1 (d = 1), x2 (d = 1), x3 (d = 1), x 4 (d = 1), and 

X 5 (d = 2). These 'Y and X representations, labeled by the translation-group k vectors, 

correspond to the following points of the two-dimensional square Brillouin zone 

(which extends over the region -27t/a < ± kx ± ky S 27tla ): 

(0, 0) for 'Y , 

(2rt/a, 0) for x , 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where a is the cubic lattice constant of the fcc structure. These two points constitute 

the finite sampling of reciprocal space inherent in the periodic-cluster approach12• The 

character table of the group32 is given in Table II. 

The two-layer structure discussed here can be obtained directly from the original 

bulk structure discussed in Reference 11 by symmetry reduction. There are compati

bility relations between the irreducible representations of the group of the four-atom 

cluster fcc bulk structure and those of the two-layer structure (see Table Ill). With a 

complete set of matrices that transform according to these irreducible representations33, 

it is possible to project out sets of symmetrized basis states. Since the representations 

cannot mix, this is equivalent to a block diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. In the 

case of three holes in the cluster, the largest block is (335 x 335), a considerable 
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reduction from the original (9880 x 9880) matrix. The various block sizes are shown 

in Table IV. The solutions obtained by diagonalizing these blocks are exact solutions 

of the full Hamiltonian for the cluster. 

IV. SINGLE-PARTICLE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 

Before solving the full many-body problem, it is instructive to look at the one

particle energy levels in the U = J = M = 0 non-interacting limit to determine the 

changes on the electronic structure caused by single-particle effects in the presence of 

surfaces. In the finite, two-point sampling of the four-atom periodic cluster, there are 

twenty spin-independent one-electron energy levels, ten at y and ten at x. They are 

distributed among the ten irreducible representations. Energies are obtained in tight

binding calculation with use of the parameters given in Table I. Results are shown in 

Table V, together with the bulk result of Wang and Callaway2 for comparison. It is 

noticeable that, compared with the bulk result, the spread in the d levels, with one 

exception, shrinks by 1.1 e V. At the same time a single level of x 5 symmetry splits 

off the other states, ending up with an energy of 2.3 eV higher than the closest.level34• 

Figure 2 is a schematic plot of the one-particle energy levels in both thin-film and bulk 

cases. Relevant d b~ds are indicated schematically in the plot. In the thin-film case, 

all the bands stick together in pairs. All pairs, with the exception of 9-10, are shrunk 

as the consequence of having fewer neighbors in the surface layers. However the band 

pair 9-10 is quite broad. This breadth is caused by the fact that the y-orbital, of xy 

symmetry, is pointed towards nearest neighbors in the plane of film; since these neigh

bors are not affected by the presence of the surface, this band remains essentially 

bulk-like. 

In Table VI the band width of each d band in both structures (note that only 

those bands close to the Fermi level are included) are shown together with their aver

age values; also shown is the center of gravity of each d band and the standard 
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deviation which measures the scattering in the location of the centers of the d bands. 

It can be seen that in the thin-film case the whole range from the bottom (symmetry 

x 5, energy = 4.28 eV below the bulk Fermi level) to the top (symmetry x 5, energy = 
1.22 eV above the bulk Fermi level) of the spectrum is 5.50 eV which is broader than 

the corresponding bulk value 4.32 eV. However the average d -band width (1.27 eV) 

in the thin-film case is considerably smaller than the value (1.55 eV) in the bulk case. 

If the contribution from band pair 9-10, the "bulk bands", is excluded, the averaged

band width in the thin-film case is only 0.99 eV, i.e. less than 2/3 of the bulk value. 

The standard deviation of the center of gravity of the d bands in the bulk case (1.52 

eV) is somewhat smaller than the average d -band width (1.55 eV), while in the thin

film case the standard deviation (1.33 cV) is slightly larger than the average d-band 

width (1.27 eV), and comparable with the bulk result. This latter feature is remarkable 

considering that the energy spread of 18 out of the 20 d levels shown in Table V is 

shrunk by 1.1 eV from the bulk value. In the thin-film case, band pair 7-8, of sym

metry (r2 - 3z 2), is almost flat, a characteristic feature of a surface (two-dimensional) 

non-bonding system. 

The above results clearly show that, while the usual coherent band-structure effect 

is still important in producing band narrowing, the essential features of the single

particle electronic structure of the Ni -film system studied here is dominated by 

crystal-field effects, as the result of the presence of the anisotropic environment at sur

faces. Qualitatively speaking, if the band-energy dispersion is expressed as 

E (k ) = c 1 + c 7f (k ), 

then the coefficient c 1 is the dominant effect in changing the single-particle electronic 

structure from the band structure of bulk Ni metal. It determines the wide distribution 

of centers of gravity of the d bands, and also leads to the inhomogeneous broadening 

of the surface bands. Although the fine details of d -band structure of a true Ni metal 

surface may be modified in more accurate calculations, the main features given here 
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should remain valid. 

To understand the results obtained in the periodic-cluster method, a more realistic 

band picture is sometimes helpful and imponant. In the present Ni -film system, it is 

necessary to introduce the band picture to give a correct interpretation of the results. 

In the restricted finite-basis calculation used in this contribution, the two holes in the 

four-atom cluster sit on the highest electronic energy level of symmetry x 5. Accord

ing to Hund' s rule, these two holes must be in the same spin orientation, i.e. in the 

minority-spin state35• Therefore the Fermi level will be at the x 5 majority-spin level. 

This is actually an atomic point of view, i.e. a discrete-level picture. In fact, in a true 

solid energy levels form energy bands as illustrated in Figure 2. The top band in the 

thin-film case (band pair 9-10) can accommodate four electrons (holes) of each spin. 

In this case two holes in the cluster will be in the minority-spin band which is now 

half filled. The majority-spin bands (9-10) are fully occupied and below the Fermi 

level. The Fermi level, on the other hand, will intersect the half-filled minority-spin 

band. Hence electrons at the Fermi level will be only of the minority spin, opposite 

to what was found in the discrete-level picture. This fact means that in an angle

integrated photoemission experiment the emitted electrons with the highest kinetic 

energy will be of minority spin. On the other hand, the minority-spin band is only half 

filled. Since the x point is at the top of the band, it is not occupied by the minority

spin electrons. Thus the emitted electrons with the highest kinetic energy in an angle

resolved photoemission experiment with angle corresponding to the x point in the sur

face Brillouin zone should be of majority spin, as predicted in the discrete-level pic

ture. 

It is interesting to note that, as a direct consequence of the "Fermi-level lift", the 

states in the s-like conduction band may change their occupation, leading to a 

configuration (3d)9·44-HS (4s )0·56-0 with o ~ 0 in the surface region (0 = 0 corresponds 

to the configuration in true bulk Ni metal). 
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One should keep in mind that all the conclusions made in this section are based 

on the single-particle picture. Many-body correlations modify the single-panicle 

results and also create new features uniquely related to many-body effects. Details are 

given in the next section. 

V. PHOTOEMISSION SPECTRUM 

Photoemission experiments provide a useful probe of the electronic state in 

many-body systems. The physical process involved is intrinsically shon-range. There

fore it should be well described in the periodic small-cluster approach. 

The photoemission process adds a third hole into the system. The one-electron 

density of (emitted) states (DOS) is calculated by adding a hole to the two-hole ground 

state and projecting the result onto the eigenstates of the cluster with three holes. 

When hole of panicular spin orientation and spatial symmetry is added, one obtains 

spin- and angle-resolved density of states. These may be added together to obtain the 

total d -band photoemission DOS. 

For two holes in the cluster the Hamiltonian (2.1) yields an accidentally degen

erate many-body ground state of symmetries 1y3 and 3y4• When nearest-neighbor 

exchange is considered 3y4 has lower energy and is henceforth considered to be the 

ground state. It is found to contain only holes from the x 5 one-electron orbital and has 

zero probability of having two holes in the same site. As a consequence there is no 

contribution from the on-site electron-electron interaction. The photoemission spec-

trum is defined as 

F p£(£; ~0') =_I: l<v<k> I C J.lO I GS> 12 0(£-E(k)+Ecs) 

k 

(5.1) 

where I v<k>> is the k-th eigenstate in the three-hole manifold of the cluster, IGS> is 

the two-hole ground state, and e<"> and £cs are the corresponding eigenvalues. The 

operator C J.LO destroys an electron, or equivalently creates a hole in the two-hole 
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ground state. The subscript J.L runs over the twenty d orbitals in the cluster. The 

quantity 

G (E) = L F PE (E; J.LO') 

~a 

is called the fully integrated photoemission spectrum; the quantity 

s (E; 0') = L F PE (E; J.LO') 

I.L 

is called the spin-resolved photoemission spectrum. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Figure 3 shows the fully integrated photoemission spectrum G (E). Figure 4 is 

spin-resolved photoemission spectrum S (E; 0'). In all figures, the sharp lines charac

teristic of a finite system have been artificially broadened with Gaussian peaks of 0.2-

e V half width. Some interesting differences from the bulk results can be seen immedi

ately. Compared with the result of bulk Ni metal 11 , the most pronounced feature is 

the drastic reduction of the intensity of the peak at and immediately below the Fermi 

level. Most of the intensity is shifted to energies 2 - 5 eV below the Fermi level. 

This intensity shift is essentially caused by the energy-level rearrangement resulting 

from the crystal-field effect in the presence of surfaces, as discussed in sections II and 

IV. Another important feature is related to the satellite pan of the spectrum, i.e. the 

peak around 7 eV below the Fermi level. It is broader and its relative intensity is 

much higher, compared with the main satellite peak in the bulk case11 • This latter 

feature implies that correlation effects are stronger in the thin-film structure, because of 

the geometric confinement in the presence of surfaces. 

The ground state of the cluster contains two holes, it must also contain thirty

eight electrons. For this reason, the photoemission spectrum is quite complicated. 

Nevertheless, the gross features can still be understood based on the single-particle pic

ture given in section IV, although one should keep in mind that real situation is much 

more complicated. In the full. many-body approach configuration interaction mixes all 
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one-panicle levels, and all satellites in the photoemission spectrum are produced by 

electron-electron interactions, which are not taken into account in the single-panicle 

picture. Figure 5 shows the energy-resolved spectrum of the probability of finding two 

holes on the same site after photoemission. It can be seen that the three-hole eigen

states corresponding to the "main-line" spectrum [£ > E 0; E 0 is the location of the 

lowest single-electron state at x in the d band according to the single-panicle calcula

tion] exhibit a greatly reduced probability of finding two holes in one atom, as 

opposed to 50% in a random state created from the 3y4 ground state. As a conse

quence, exchange splitting within the main line is small (see Figure 4), as was the case 

in the bulk results11 • However, three-hole eigenstates in the satellite pan of the spec

trum have a very high probability of finding two holes in one atom, which leads to a 

sizable exchange splitting, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

The "main line" contains decreased probability of two electrons being on one site; 

the electrons are repulsively correlated, avoid each other and produced a narrower 

one-electron band. This narrowing was also observed, experimentally9 and theoreti

cally10, in the bulk. 

From Figure 4 one can see that the peak at the Fermi level has only the 

majority-spin weight Further study shows (see Figure 6) that all the weight of this 

peak comes from the contribution of the emitted electrons of x 5 symmetry, as 

expected. This peak should be observed in an surface-sensitive spin- and angle

resolved (corresponding to the x point in the surface Brillouin zone) photoemission 

experiment. However, as discussed in section IV, in a spin-resolved photoemission 

experiment one should find that the emitted electrons of the highest kinetic energy (i.e. 

the electrons emitted from the Fermi level) are in the minority-spin orientation, which 

is the result of the Stoner model applied to a more realistic band picture. [Note that in 

the bulk Ni case11 one does not have to introduce the band picture to interpret experi

mental results; the top electronic X 5 level can accommodate six electrons (holes) and 
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there are only two holes sitting on that level in the neutral state of the cluster, i.e. 

there are still six majority-spin electrons and four minority-spin electrons; exchange 

interactions between the electrons with opposite spin orientations can be properly taken 

care of with a discrete-level approach.] 

The two-hole ground state 3y4 is fully polarized. This means that the ratio of the 

populations of up- and down-spin states in the ground state should be 20/18 (there are 

two holes in the four-atom cluster, i.e. thirty-eight electrons in the cluster). Therefore 

the following sum rule of the relative polarization should hold, 

(/ +-1_)1(1 ++/_) = (20-18)/(20+18) = 2/38 = 5.3%. (5.4) 

where I+ and I_ are the total intensities of the majority- and minority-spin states. One 

interesting feature of the photoemission spectrum of the Ni -film system is that even if 

the total emission is only 5.3% polarized, some energy-resolved peaks are nonetheless 

highly polarized. Table Vll shows the relative polarization of the major peaks in the 

photoemission spectrum. In a surface-sensitive spin- and energy-resolved photoemis

sion experiment one should be able to observe these highly polarized peaks with the 

polarization direction alternating as the energy changes. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the angle-resolved photoemission spectrum, 

corresponding to the 'Y and x points in the surface Brillouin zone. It is worth noting 

that the spectra corresponding to the two points are very different. 

The spectrum corresponding to the 'Y point has a single large peak located about 2 

eV below the Fermi level (within the main line), while some much weaker peaks 

spread out in a quite broad energy range. There is no peak at or near (within 1.0 eV 

range) the Fermi level. The spin polarization of the major peak in the main line is 

weak (about 13%). The intensity of the peaks in the satellite part is low; however the 

polarizability is very high -- almost fully polarized in the majority-spin orientation. 
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On the other hand, the spectrum corresponding to the x point has several peaks 

close together in the main line. The peak at the Fermi level is fully polarized in the 

majority-spin orientation. The other peaks in the main line are not highly polarized 

(relative polarization is less than 10% in the minority-spin orientation). There is a pro

nounced satellite peak around 7.0 eV below the Fermi level; its relative intensity is 

very high and thus it should be easily observable in a surface-sensitive photoemission 

experiment. Comparison of Figures 6 and 8 shows that the dominant contribution to 

the photoemission spectrum corresponding tO r = X comes from the States Of X 5 sym

metry. 

The density of calculated emitted one-electron states presented in this section 

should be compared with surface-sensitive valence-band photoemission experiments 

with incident-photon energies in a range such that the penetration depth of the photons 

is about one single atomic layer. The results obtained in this contribution, which are 

characteristic of the electronic structure of Ni metal surface, should be observed. 

Although details of the real structure may be different, the main features should remain 

correct because of the very large contribution of the many-body effects. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A many-body periodic small-cluster model of 3d electrons for a {001} dilayer of 

fcc Ni has been studied to explore the modification of the electronic structure in the 

presence of surfaces. This approach incorporates both band-structure effects and 

many-body correlations on an equal footing, and presents an exactly soluble model for 

such a highly correlated system. It is found that the crystal-field effect plays an 

imponant role in determining the essential features of the electronic structure in the 

presence of surfaces. The ground-state properties and the photoemission spectrum 

close to the Fermi level are dominated by the single-panicle terms in the Hamiltonian, 

although electron-electron correlation effects produce the expected band narrowing. 
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The single-panicle terms are strongly altered from the bulk structure by the anisotropic 

environment at surfaces, leading to a "Fermi-level lift" and consequently a slight 

change of d electron population in the surface region. There is a considerable reduc

tion (from the independent-panicle picture) of the probability of finding two holes in 

one atom, in the states close to the Fermi level of the photoemission spectrum. As a 

consequence, the exchange splitting in most of the spectrum is very small, and thus a 

single-panicle picture provides a reasonably good description. Exchange splitting in 

the satellite pan is fairly large, corresponding to a high probability of finding two 

holes in one atom. Compared to the bulk result, the main satellite peak in the Ni -film 

photoemission spectrum is broader and has a higher relative intensity. This result 

shows that correlation effects in this thin-film structure are stronger than those in the 

bulk Ni metal, because of geometric confinement introduced by the presence of sur

faces and its consequent band narrowing, many-body effects are more important. 

Some new features characteristic of the surface electronic structure of Ni metal are 

revealed. Surface-sensitive valence-band photoemission experiments should be able to 

test the results reponed here. 
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Table I. 

Hamiltonian parameters (energies are in eV below the Fcnni level of bulk Ni metal). The sub

scripts a, ~. y, o, and £ refer to the d orbitals of symmetries (r 2 - 3z~. (x2 - y~. xy. yz. and zx 

respectively. 

(ddcr) 0.446 

(dd1t) -0.335 

(ddo) 0.098 

ea 2.451 

ep 2.625 

e., 0.213 

ea 2.363 

e£ 2.363 

u 4.3 

J 0.614 

tJ 0.077 
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TABLE II. 

The character table of the four-a10m-duster nonsymmorphic space group for the two-layer thin

film structure of Figure 1. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

E E cl, C], C4,;Ci,1 C4, ;C4,1 C2z;C2, C 2z ;C 2J Cu;C 24· Cu;Cu· 

0 3 0 3 0;3 3;0 1'"' ·- 2; 1 1;2 2; 1 

Yr 

'Y2 -1 -1 -1 -1 

'Y3 -1 -1 -1 -1 

'Y4 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Ys 2 2 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

{XI 
-1 -1 -i -1 -i 

x2 -1 -1 -i -1 -I 

{X3 
-1 -1 -I -1 -i 

X4 -1 -1 -i -1 -i 

xs 2 -2 .., -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .... 
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TABLE Ill. 

Compatibility relations between the representations of the group for 

the bulk structure and those for the group of the two-layer thin-film 

structure. The original representations are given in Reference 19. 

Original representations of 

the bulk structure 

Reduce ro the following representations 

of the two-layer structure 

'Yt 

'YJ 

'Yt EB 'YJ 

'Y2 EB 'Ys 

'Y4 EB 'Ys 

'Y2 EB Xs 

'Y4 EB Xs 

'YJ EB Xt EB x2 

'Yt EB Xt EB X2 

'Ys EB X3 EB .%4 EB Xs 
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TABLE IV. 

Sizes of blocks of the various representations for the two-layer thin-film-structure space group. 

'Yt 'Y2 'Y3 'Y4 'Ys .Xt .x2 .XJ .x4 .xs 
. 

N =2 s = 1 8 13 8 13 24 12 12 12 12 26 

s = 0 19 14 17 12 24 12 12 12 12 26 

N = 3 s = 3/2 70 70 69 69 146 73 73 73 73 139 

s = 112 167 167 168 168 330 165 165 165 165 335 
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Table V. 

One-particle eigenvalues (energies are in eV below the Fermi level of bulk Ni metal) for two

layer fcc Ni -film structure, together with the bulk result The degeneracies shown in the table 

are per spin. 

Bulk"' 

Energy 

Two-layer thin film 

Symmeuy Degeneracy Energy Symmetry Degeneracy 

-1.223 

1.065 

1.173 

1.396 

1.407 

1.505 

1.883 

2.125 

2.367 

2.371 

3.795 

4.011 

4.280 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

-0.01 

0.18 

0.92 

2.04 

3.81 

4.31 

Xs 

x2 
r,2 

1""25 

x3 
x, 

"Reference 2. Required spin-independent one-electron energies are obtained by averaging up

and down-spin energies. 

6 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

·. 
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Table VI. 

Average bandwidth and distribution of the center of gravity of the d bands in the thin-film and 

bulk Ni system. Energies are in eV below the bulk Fermi level. Figure 2 presents a schematic 

plot of the distribution of these bands. Only those bands close to the Fermi level are included. 

Two-layer thin film Bulk" 

band bandwidth center of gravity band bandwidth center of gravity 

(eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) 

1,2 1.91 3.74 2.27 3.74 

3,4 1.43 3.08 2 1.77 3.11 

5,6 0.62 1.85 3 1.86 0.65 

7,8 O.Ql 1.40 4 0.93 0.22 

9,10 2.40 -0.06 5 0.93 0.22 

average 1.27 2.00 average 1.55 1.59 

standard deviation 1.33 standard deviation 1.52 

"Reference 2. See the footttote of Table V. 
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Table VII. 

Relative polarization of the major peaks in the photoemission spectrum of the Ni -film system. I+ 

and I_ are the intensities of the majority- and minority-spin states. 

Peak 
1.-L 
I.+L (%) 

A 100 

B -50 

c -11 

D -8 

E -10 

F 5 

G 100 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 

The four-atom cluster in the two-layer fcc structure. With periodic boundary 

conditions this cluster, which forms an infinite two-layer slab, is equivalent to sam

pling the smface Brillouin zone at the points 'Y and x (see the text for details). For 

each site in the cluster, there are only eight nearest neighbors, instead of twelve as in 

the bulk fcc structure. 

Figure 2 

A schematic plot of the energy levels and the corresponding energy bands of d 

electrons in the thin-film and bulk Ni metal system. The symmetry of each level is 

shown. The numbers in parentheses are the degeneracies of the energy levels. The 

numbers indicating the bands are the band indices. Energies are in eV below the bulk 

Fermi level. Compatibility relations between the representations of the group for the 

bulk structure and those for the group of the two-layer thin-film structure can be found 

in Table Ill. 

Figure 3 

Total density of calculated emitted one-electron states. The Fermi level (£ 1 = 0.0 

eV ), is determined by surface electronic structure and raised by 1.223 eV relative to 

the bulk value. The location of the lowest single-electron state at x in the d band 

according to the single-particle calculation (see Table V) is denoted by E 0. 

Figure 4 

Total spin-resolved density of calculated emitted one-electron states. Solid lines 

correspond to the majority-spin states; dashed lines correspond to minority-spin states. 
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Figure 5 

The energy spectrum of the probability of finding two holes on the same site in 

the three-hole eigenstates for the energy range corresponding to the calculated pho

toemission spectrum. 

Figure 6 

Spin-resolved density of calculated emitted one-electron states projected on the 

wave vector and symmetry x 5 of the emitted electron. Solid lines correspond to the 

majority-spin states; dashed lines correspond to minority-spin states. It can be seen, by 

comparison with Figure 4, that all the weight of the peak at the Fermi level comes 

from the contribution of the emitted electron with majority-spin orientation and x 5 

symmetry. 

Figure 7 

Angle-resolved density of calculated emitted one-electron states, corresponding to 

the y point in the surface Brillouin zone. Solid lines correspond to majority-spin 

states; dashed lines correspond to minority-spin states. 

Figure 8 

Angle-resolved density of calculated emitted one-electron states, corresponding to 

the x point in the surface Brillouin zone. Solid lines correspond to majority-spin 

states; dashed lines correspond to minority-spin states. 

... 
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